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Abstract 
Pemantle, R. and M.D. Penrose, On path integrals for the high-dimensional Brownian bridge, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 (1992) 381-390. 
Let u be a bounded function with bounded support in [w d, d > 3. Let x, y E Rd. Let Z(t) denote the path 
integral of u along the path of a Brownian bridge in Rd which runs for time t, starting at x and ending at y. 
As t -m, it is perhaps evident that the distribution of Z(t) converges weakly to that of the sum of the 
integrals of v along the paths of two independent Brownian motions, starting at x and y and running forever. 
Here we prove a stronger result, namely convergence of the corresponding moment generating functions and 
of moments. This result is needed for applications in physics. 
Keywords: Feynman-Kac formula; moment generating function; method of moments; statistical mechanics; 
Schriidinger equation; Green’s function. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that (X,, s 2 0) is a stochastic process taking values in Rd, and u is a real-valued 
function on Rd. Define the path integral Z(t) by 
Z(t) = /bl:(XJds. 
If u is the indicator function of a set, Z(t) is the occupation time of that set by (X,) up to time 
t. 
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If (XJ is a suitable time-homogeneous Markov process, such as a Feller process, then the 
distribution of Z(t) can be studied via the Feynman-Kac formula. See, for example, [8]. For 
example, if (X,) is Brownian motion and u is the indicator function of the unit ball, the 
distribution of Z, was obtained in [l] (see also [8]). In the Markov process literature the path 
integral Z(t) is known as an additive functional. 
We study here the path integral Z(t) given by (l), where the process (X,, 0 < s < t> is a 
Brownian bridge, and therefore is not time-homogeneous. Loosely speaking, a Brownian bridge 
(X,, 0 <s < t) is a Brownian motion conditioned to take some fixed value y at time t. 
Our motivation for this work came from the study of the heat equation with added potential 
v( * >, that is, the equation 
af 
at- - [;v2-U(X)]f(t; x), t>o, x&P, 
(where the Laplacian V2 acts on functions of x at fixed t). This equation is closely related to 
the Schrodinger equation. In quantum statistical mechanics, in [6,7] for example, one studies 
the second virial coefficient for a gas consisting of particles with a two-body interaction 
potential U, via the fundamental solution G(t; x, y) = G&t; x) to the associated Bloch equa- 
tion (2), that is, the solution f = G, to (2) with the initial condition G,(O; x) = 8(x - y). 
By the Feynman-Kac formula, one can show G(t; x, y) is equal to the Brownian transition 
density (2nt)-d/ze-I Y--n I’/Gt), multiplied by the moment generating function (mgf) of a 
random variable of the form Z(t) given by (l), where (X,, 0 < s < t) is a Brownian bridge 
running from x to y in time t (see [7, equation (29)] for details). It is this mgf which we study 
here. 
Another motivation arises in the simulation of molecular dynamics for a chemical reaction 
(see [3]). Suppose two particles (molecules) execute independent Brownian motions, so that one 
particle executes a Brownian motion (W,) relative to the other. Suppose the particles react (for 
example by mutual annihilation) at a rate given by a function u of their separation vector W,; 
that is, if 7 denotes the reaction time, 
P[T< t] =Eexp (-joill(W’)dS). (3) 
In a simulation of the system of two particles (maybe as part of a much larger system), it is 
natural to simulate the value of W,, say at integer values of s, and to interpolate between 
successive integer times IZ and yt + 1 by taking the path of (W,) between those times to be a 
Brownian bridge with endpoints given by the simulated values of W, and W,,,. Given that no 
reaction takes place before time ~1, and given the simulated values of W, and Wn+r, the 
probability of reaction before time n + 1 is again the mgf of a path integral of u along the path 
of a Brownian bridge. 
This approach was used in [2], although that reaction mechanism is different from the one 
discussed here. The Brownian bridge could arise similarly in simulations of an integrated cost 
function in control theory. 
In the physical examples discussed above, the process (X,) of (1) is typically a Brownian 
bridge in three dimensions. In three or more dimensions, Brownian motion is transient, and if 
u has bounded support, denoted A, say, then for large t one might expect the Brownian 
motion to spend most of its time outside A, leaving A shortly after time 0 and returning shortly 
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before time t (where “shortly” is relative to t). Since the time-reversed process is also a 
Brownian bridge, for large t one might expect the distribution of Z(t) to approximate to that of 
where W, and W,’ are independent unconditioned Brownian motions starting at x and y (the 
endpoints of the bridge). Theorem 4 below makes this intuition precise; we go beyond 
convergence in distribution, proving convergence of mgfs and of moments. 
2. Statement of results 
Assumptions. We assume throughout that d > 3 and that u is a bounded, Bore1 measurable 
function on Rd with bounded support. Let x(t) E Rd and y(t) E Rd be defined for t > 0. For 
each t > 0 let the random variable Z(t) be given by the path integral (1) of u, along the path 
(X,, 0 < s =G t) of a d-dimensional Brownian bridge running for time t with X0 =x(t) and 
X, = y(t). We view {Z(t), t 2 0} not as a stochastic process, merely as a family of probability 
distributions indexed by t. 
For x E &Id, let (W,(s), s 2 0) be a Wiener process (unconstrained Brownian motion) with 
W,(O) =x. For t E [0, cc)], define 
Write Y, as an abbreviation for Y,(m). 
Before stating our main results on Brownian bridge path integrals, we state some facts about 
the Brownian motion path integral X,. 
Lemma 1. There exists a0 > 0 such that for I a I < cq,, 
Eexp (Y ( jrnI +V-Js)) Ids) <co, x E Rd. 
0 
Lemma 2. For every real CY, E effYx is either finite for all x or infinite for all x. In the former case, 
Ee Our is a locally bounded, continuous function of x. Also, for all nonnegative integers k, E(YXjk 
is continuous in x. 
Lemma 3. Suppose v is nonnegative and not almost everywhere zero. Then there exists o1 E (0, co> 
such that 
Ee”x<w, a<(v,, XER~, (6) 
Ee au, = al , a>>(~~, ~~53~. (7) 
We can now state our main results. All limits below are taken as t + 03. This limiting 
procedure is motivated by problems arising in [7]. Using the scaling property of Brownian 
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motion, one can restate the results in terms of a limiting regime where the time for which the 
Brownian bridge runs remains fixed, and the range (support) of u shrinks. 
Convergence in distribution is implied by the statements (8) and (9) below on convergence of 
mgfs on a neighborhood of 0 (see [4]). Our results on convergence of mgfs are stronger than 
convergence in distribution, and are used in [7]. 
Theorem 4. Suppose x(t) -+x E Rd, and y(t) + y E Rd. Then each moment of Z( t ) converges to 
the corresponding moment of Y, + Y,‘, where Y,’ is defined to be a random variable, independent 
of Y,, with the same distribution as Y,. Also, for cxO given by Lemma 1, 
E eazct) -+ E ea(K+yi) = E e”%E e”?, a E ( -q,, (yo). (8) 
Zf v is nonnegative, then the convergence in (8) holds for every LY E ( - ~0, cyl), where cyl is given by 
Lemma 3. 
Theorem 5. Suppose x(t) + x E Rd, while I y(t) I + ~0, and I y(t) 1*/t remains bounded. Then 
every moment of Z(t) converges to the corresponding moment of Y,, and for I a I < a”, 
E eaz(*) -+ E eaK, Q E (-a03 q). (9) 
If v is nonnegative, then (9) holds for every (Y E (-w, (~~1. 
To prove the theorems, we need the following extension of the continuity results of Lemma 
3. 
Lemma 6. (a) Suppose (x,) and (t,) are sequences in Rd and (0, ~1, respectively, with 
x, +x E Rd and t, + 0~) as n + 03. Then each moment of Yx$ t,) converges to the corresponding 
moment of Y,. Also, 
E exp(ox.(tn)) +Eexp(oY,), o E ( -oO, oO). 
If v 2 0 on Rd, then (10) holds for all (Y E ( - 03, cxl 1. 
PO) 
(b) Suppose now that I x, I + 03. Then E eaKAfn) + 0 as n + ~0, for any fixed (Y E (-oo, cxo) 
and for any ftied (Y E (-cc), ol) if v is nonnegative. 
3. Proof of lemmas 
Notation. Let q(t; x), t > 0, x E Rd, denote the transition density of d-dimensional Brownian 
motion, that is, q(t; x) = (2,rrt)Vd/* exp(-1 x ]*/(2t>>. For s = (sr,. . . , sk) E (0, wIk and z = 
(2 r, . . . , zk> E (Rd>k, let ql(s, z) denote the joint probability density function at (z,, . . . , zk) for 
the positions at times (sr,. . ., sk) of a d-dimensional Brownian motion starting at x. Let 
q:iy(s, z) denote th e corresponding joint density of a d-dimensional Brownian bridge (X,, 0 < s 
G t) starting at x and finishing at y. 
For t E (0, 031, write T(k; t) for the “triangular” set {s = (sr,. . . , sk): 0 < s1 < * . . < sk < t). 
For s E T(k; ~1, we have 
k-l 
qi(S> 2) = ,co04(AjS; Ajz), (11) 
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where we set sO=O, z”=x, Aj~=~j+l -si and Ajz=zj+l -zj, O<j<k- 
Brownian bridge, for s E ZYk; t>, 
fiq(AjS; Ajz) 
qy(s, 2) = j=O 
4(Y -x; t) ’ 
where we set sk+r = t and x~+~ =y. 
For z = (zl, zz,. . , , zk) E (Rd)k, set u,(z) = v(z,>u(z,> ** * dz,). 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have 
1. Similarly for the 
(12) 
(13) 
Since u is bounded and has bounded support, there exists finite K, for which 
[j-&(z)lq(s; z-~)dzds<K,, Y-~. (14) 
This implies that the expression in (13) is at most K, , k* hence for I a 1 <K;‘, the expansion of 
the mgf (5) as a series of moments is absolutely convergent. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2. Set f(x) = E eaq. Suppose for some x E [Wd that f(x) < m. We must show 
that f(y) < CO for all y E [Wd. 
Let B be a ball of radius r, centered at x. Take s > 0, and for all y E B, set 7Y = inf{t 2 
0: H(,(t> GBB) and oy = min(T,, s). Define the measure ,uy on aB, by py(E) =P[W,(o,) EE]. 
Let K = sup{ 1 u(z) I : z E IRid}. By using the Markov property for W, at time s, 
f(x) 2 e -R’jdf(z)q(s; z --+z, (15) 
and by the strong Markov property at time a,, 
f(x) 2 e -KS~-(z)Px(dz). 
Suppose I y -x I < +r. By the strong Markov property at time aY, 
(16) 
f(y) G eKs 
U 
Bf(z)q( s; z -y)dz + /$z)pJdz)). (17) 
Since for s fixed, q(s; z - y )/q(s; z - xl is uniformly bounded on z E B, and pY has bounded 
Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to vu,, it follows that f(y) < w, and indeed f is 
bounded on {y: ) y --x I G ir}. Since r was arbitrary, f is everywhere finite and is locally 
bounded. 
We now show f is continuous. In the above, let the ball B have radius 1. Let M be the 
supremum of f over dB, which is finite. The second integral in (17) is at most MP[T, < sl, so if 
y, -+x, then by (17), 
lim sup f ( y,) < eKs f(z)q(s; z -x)dz +MP[T, <s] (18) 
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NOW combine (18) with (151, and make s + 0, to obtain lim sup f( Y,) <f(x). A similar 
argument gives us lim inf f< y,) > f(x). 
To show E(Yx)k is continuous in x for nonnegative integer k, use induction on k. Set 
L k ajE(Y,)' f&)= & Eeac- C * I . j=O jr 
Then fk is continuous in x by the inductive hypothesis, and as (Y + 0, fk(x) converges to 
E(Yx>k+l/(k + l)!, uniformly in x (see the proof of Lemma 1). 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. If u is nonnegative, then E e”K is clearly monotone in CX, and Lemmas 1 
and 2 imply the existence of (pi E (0, m] satisfying (6) and (7). Also, cyi is finite; indeed, a 
straightforward geometric series argument [S] shows that for given X, E e”c is infinite for large 
enough (Y. Since we shall not use the fact that (pi < a here, we omit details. 0 
Proof of Lemma 6. (a) First suppose u is nonnegative. By Lemma 2, 
Eexp(aY,lt,)) ~Eexp{cuY,~} +Eexp{crY,}. (19) 
Also, for fixed t, < 00, the series (E 1 cxYxJtO) Ik/k!, k 2 0) is dominated (for all n) by the 
summable series ((aKtJk/k!, k 2 0). Each moment of Y,Jt,> converges to the corresponding 
moment of Y,(ta); to see this, write each moment as a multiple integral with respect to the 
transition density qln or qt, and use a domination argument. Hence, 
E exp(aY,&)) --j E exp{~Y&,)}, (20) 
and by making to + ~0, 
lim inf E exp( aYX,(tN)) 2 E exp{aY,}, 
so that by comparison with (19) we have (10). 
Now drop the assumption that u is nonnegative. If I a I< ao, then (10) would hold if we 
replaced z.4 * ) by I u( .I I in the definitions of Y, (t,) and Y,. Hence by obvious term-by-term 
estimation on the difference of the power series, fE ecuccr) -E eat I -+ 0 locally uniformly in x, 
and (10) follows. The proof of convergence of moments is similar. 
(b) This is a routine application of the strong Markov property, using the fact that u has 
bounded support and E e”K is locally bounded in X. 0 
4. Proof of theorems 
Take an arbitrary increasing real-valued function u(t), t > 0, with u(O) = 0, and with 
u(t) + CO and u(t>/t + 0 as t --+ 00. The idea of this proof is to compare the moments of Z(t) 
with those of Y,,,,(u(t)> + Y&(u(t)). 
Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to prove the results along an arbitrary sequence (t,) with t, + 03. 
Write x, for x(t,>, y, for y(t,> and u, for u(t,>. Suppose first that u is nonnegative. 
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Let T&/C; tn) denote the set IS E T(k; t,): Sj 6 (0, un) U (t, -u,, ~1, 1 <_i <k), and let 
T,(k; t,) denote the set T(k; t,>\T,(k; t,). Then 
qZ(tJ)k 
k! 
= /T(k,r Zbk(4 dzds 
, n 
(21) 
= I, + z* ) (22) 
where Ii denotes the integral over T(k; t,), i = 1, 2. 
Now consider the sum of independent unconstrained Brownian path integrals Y,Jt,) + Y,‘,<tn>. 
By the Binomial Theorem, 
z’) dz’ ds’ 
I 
(23) 
Indeed, the expression inside the braces is less than E(YyJt,,))k-‘/(k -j)!, since s’ has been 
integrated over T(k -j; t, - Sj) (Sj is the last component of s), rather than T(k -j; t,). 
By the substitutions 
tj+ = 2’ k+l-(j+r)y ‘j+r= tn -Sl;.+l-(j+r)’ r=l,2 ,...,k-j, 
the right-hand side of (23) equals 
qkYlj(tn-Sk, tn_Sk_1>***>tn_Sj+l; z/r, Z,+_1,***,Zj+l)dZdS* (24) 
On inspection, we find that by (121, (11) and the symmetry of q(t; x> in X, the integrand in (24) 
equals 
uk(z)q:n:iy”(sl,...,sk; Z~T***TZ~)Q,,~(~> Z), 
where the density ratio Q,,,(s, z) is defined by 
Qn,j(s> z> = q(t,; Y, -&J q(Ajs; Ajz) (25) 
Hence, 
JqKpJ + Y,yn,)” 
k! > jfo lT(k .t )~@)~q”‘y” 
(~7 z)Qn,j(s, z)“k(z)dzds. P-6) 
7n 
A similar calculation for Y,,(u,> + Yyl(u,) gives rise to a similar formula to (231, with S’ now 
integrated over T(k -j; u,> and t, replaced by u, elsewhere, and with equality this time, 
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provided n is so big that u, < it,. By use of the same change of variables as before (that is, 
running time backwards from t,, not un), we obtain 
(27) 
where lj denotes the indicator function of the set {s E T,(k; t,): sj < u, < t, - u, < s~+~}. 
Take the summation inside the integral in (27). For each s E T,(k; t,>, the indicator function 
lj(s) is 1 for exactly one value of j. For that value of j, and for U,(Z) # 0, the ratio Q,,j(s, z) is 
close to 1 when y1 is large, because of the assumptions on x,, yn and u,. Indeed, we have 
k! 1, 
as n+m, 
in the sense that the ratio of the two sides approaches 1, uniformly in k. 
Turning to Z,, we have that for sufficiently large ~1, exp( -I y, -x, l’/t,) > 3, and hence 
5 Q,,j(s, z) a $(k + l)1-d’2, 
j=O 
(29 
since by Jensen’s inequality CF=,(Ajs/t,)d’2 is minimised by setting sj = t,/(k + 11, for all j. 
So for large enough IZ, 
Z2<2(k+l)d’2-’ i / / 
j=O T*(k;t,) (rWdjk 
Sc:iyfl(S, Z)Q,,j(s, Z)‘,(z)dzd’~ (30) 
which implies (by (27) and (26)) and 
Z2 < 2(k + l)d’2-1D(n, k), (31) 
where we set 
k! 
(32) 
By Lemma 6, D(n, k) + 0 as n + co; combining this with (28) and (22), we obtain the desired 
convergence of moments. 
Now consider Z2 as a function of k. Suppose 0 <(Y <al, and choose a2 E (a, a,). For a 
suitable choice of k,, we have 
&&l,(k) < 2 2 a“(k + l)d’2-1D(n, k) + 2 &I(n, k). (33) 
k=O k=k, 
The first sum converges to zero as IZ --) ~0. The second is bounded above by 
Eexp(a,(Y,Jt,) + Y,~(tJj) -Eex+2(Y,&J + Y,&Jj)~ 
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By Lemma 6, the last expression converges to zero. This, together with the uniform conver- 
gence in (281, implies the desired convergence (8) of mgfs on 0 G (Y < (or, for u nonnegative. 
Now drop the assumption that u is nonnegative. The proof of (28) is unchanged. Also, (31) 
would hold if u were replaced by 1 u 1 in the definitions of I2 and D(n, k); hence 1 I, ) 4 0, and 
for (Y E(--cY~, qJ, CkSO I cy Ik ( I,(k) I --, 0 as above, giving us the desired convergence (8) of 
mgfs. Finally, this implies convergence in distribution, so (8) holds for cy < 0 when u is 
nonnegative. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 5. We use notation from the previous proof. First consider the case that 
Iy,I+~,with Iyn12/t, + 0. Then convergence in the desired sense of .Z(t,> to Y, follows by 
the proof of Theorem 4 (now using Lemma 6(b)). 
Now consider the case that I y, 12/t, is bounded away from 0 and from ~0. First assume u is 
nonnegative. Partition the set T(k; t,) as T&k; t,) U T&/c; t,>, where we set 
q(k t,) = T(k %J, &(k t,) = T(k t,)\q(k t,). 
For i = 3, 4, let Ii denote the integral in (211, restricted to r.(k; t,); that is, 
A similar (easier) argument to the derivation of (27) gives us 
where Q,,k(s, z) is given by (251, with j = k and A,z =y,, - zk and A,s = t, -Sk as before. 
Since I Y, - 2 12/1 y, I2 -+ 1 as n -+ ~0, locally uniformly in 2, we can write 
where g, and h, converge to 1, uniformly on s E T(k, t,> and z in the support of vk. 
Observe that Q,,,(s, z> -+ 1, uniformly on s E T(k; un) and z in the support of uk. 
Therefore I, N E( Y,$u,,))” as n -+ 03, uniformly in k. 
To estimate Z4, note that I y, 12/t, is assumed to be bounded away from 0 and CC as II + a~, so 
we can find 6 > 0 and no EZ for which Q,,,(s, z> > 6, for all s E T(k; t,), ZE supp(uk), 
n 2 no and k a 0. Thus for n > IZ”, 
I,<P 
/ S:,:iyn(S Z)Q,,,ds> T4 
A similar expression to (35) holds with 
z)uk(z) dzds. 
u, replaced by t,, so 
\\ k 
which implies that as n + 03, I4 + 0 and Ck a olykI& k) + 0, 0 G a < a,. Combining the estimates 
obtained for I3 and I,, we obtain the desired convergence results for c’ nonnegative and 
(Y E [0, a,). The full result follows as in the proof of Theorem 4. 0 
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